
Question:1 Define Pacific Ring of Fire and highlight its 
significance. Explain why Atlantic Coast has fewer volcanoes than 
Pacific Ocean. 

पै स फक रगं ऑफ फायर को प रभा षत कर और इसके मह व पर काश डाल।  
अटलां टक महासागर म शांत महासागर क  तुलना म कम वालामुखी य  ह, 
वणन कर। 

Approach: 

 Mention what Pacific Ring of Fire is and give its 
significance.  

 Explain why Atlantic Coast has fewer volcanoes than Pacific 
Ocean. 

Hints:  

The Pacific Ring of Fire is the circum Pacific region where 
greatest concentration of volcanoes in the world is found. The 
belt is associated with a nearly continuous series of oceanic 
trenches, volcanic arcs, and volcanic belts and/or plate 
movements. 

Significance of Ring of Fire: 

 Earthquakes: It is the region where roughly 90% of the 
world’s earthquakes occur. These earthquake are deep 
seated in nature 



 Tsunami: These earthquakes in the ocean trigger frequent 
tsunamis in the coastal areas of countries such as Japan, 
Philippines, etc. 

 Oceanic Deep: Along the faults, the tectonic plates form 
convergent boundaries between oceanic and continental 
plates. This results in formation of numerous deep trenches 
in the region. 

 Volcanoes: This region is also home to over 75% of the 
world’s active and dormant volcanoes, and all but 3 of the 
world’s 25 largest eruptions in the last 11,700 years took 
place here. 

 Islands: Several theories suggest that archipelagoes like 
Philippines are originated due to volcanic activities in the 
region 

Comparison of Volcanoes in Atlantic and Pacific Ocean: 

While the pacific coasts have this high concentration of 
volcanoes, Atlantic coasts have comparatively few active 
volcanoes. The reason for this is that pacific ring of fire has 
comparatively higher divergent plate activity which leads to 
volcanoes being active as the plates actively grind against each 
other. 

Conclusion: Conclude as per the context.  

Question: 2 The decreasing opportunities of mining over land has 
pushed nations to explore deep sea mining as an alternative. 



Discuss the benefits as well as consequences of deep sea 
mining. Also highlight the status of seabed mining in India. 

भू म पर खनन के घटते अवसर  न ेएक वक प के प म गहरे समु  के खनन 
का पता लगाने के लए देश  को मजबूर कया है।  गहरे समु  खनन के 
प रणाम  के साथ-साथ लाभ  पर चचा कर।  भारत म समु  खनन क  ि थ त पर 
भी काश डाल। 

Approach: 

 Introduce the question with deep sea mining. 

 Mention the benefits of Deep sea mining.  

 What are the impacts of deep sea mining? 

 What is the present status of seabed mining in India? 

 Conclude appropriately. 

Hints: 

Deep sea mining: 

Deep sea mining is a relatively new mineral retrieval process that 
takes place on the ocean floor. The sites are usually around 
large areas of polymetallic nodules or active and extinct 
hydrothermal vents at 1400 to 3700 meters below the occur 
surface 

Benefits of Deep sea mining  

 Mineral explanation on land has reached saturation point 
and further mining can be disastrous for human communities 



given its potential for destruction of subsoil and agriculture. 
Against this backdrop open seas provide limitless opportunity 
to mine. 

 Sea bed mining can provide the needed mineral to meet the 
increasing demand from industries in developing countries. 

 Quality of copper and other material is far superior to what 
can be obtained on land.  It is also expected that deep 
sea mining would bring prosperity to small states in the 
Pacific, which are too remote to have a tourism Industry and 
only survive on fishing. 

Environmental Impact:  

 Sea bed habitat degradation over vast ocean areas.  
 Species extinction.  Reduced habitat complexity.  
 Pollution may also occur at shallow depths though surface 

spills or leakage from the risers or discharge pipes 
 Light and sound effects caused due to mining can have 

serious effect on marine fauna and seabirds. 

Status of Seabed mining in India  

 India is one of the four countries that have staked its claim 
for hydrothermal sulphides. 

 It is the only country attempting to mine for polymetallic 
nodules in the Indian Ocean. 

  India has a status of pioneer investor and has been 
allotted a site in the central Indian Ocean Basin (CIOB) by 



the International Sea Bed Authority (1SA) for exploration and 
technology development for polymetallic nodule mining. 

 The area covers 10000 sq. Kms and is grouped into 5 
clusters, each containing 1530 blocks. 

Importance of seabed mining for India  

 Deep sea mining has officially been recognised as a future 
frontier of scientific research in India. 

 Deep sea mining is expected to meet India growing mineral 
requirement and increase the country‟s self-sufficiency in 
near future. 

Conclusion: Conclude as per the context.  

Question:3 Give an account of the different types of earthquakes 
based on their zone of occurrence. Identify the prominent belts 
which are earthquake prone. Also Examine why earthquakes 
occur in geologically inactive regions like Peninsular India. 

भूकंप क  घटना के े  के आधार पर व भ न कार के भूकंप  का ववरण द।  
उन मुख े  क  पहचान कर जो भूकंप- वण े  ह।  यह भी जांच कर क 
भूवै ा नक प से नि य े  जैसे क ाय वीपीय भारत म भूकंप य  आते ह 
? 

Approach: 

✔ Briefly explain earthquakes and mention the required 
classification. Also write about the intensity difference. 



✔Elaborate on their distribution. Identify the prominent belts 
which are earthquake prone.  

✔ In the last part, examine why earthquakes occur in stable 
peninsular block. Use examples wherever possible. 

Hints:  

Earthquakes are sudden shaking of ground caused by passage of 
seismic waves through earth rocks. These waves are produced 
when some form of energy stored in earth’s crust is suddenly 
released. 

There are many ways of classifying earthquakes. However, based 
on their zone of occurrence or origin inside the earth, they can 
be classified as follows: 

 Shallow earthquakes: Most parts of world experience at least 
occasional shallow earthquakes those that originate within 60 
km of Earth’s outer surface. In fact, great majority of 
earthquake foci are shallow. They are caused along the 
constructive plate boundaries (mid-oceanic ridges) and are 
generally of lesser magnitude. 

 Intermediate earthquakes: These are earthquakes with a 
focal depth ranging from about 60 to 300 km. 

 Deep Focus: Frequency of occurrence falls off rapidly with 
increasing focal depth in intermediate range. These are of 
high magnitude and are caused along the convergent or 



destructive plate 
along the Benioff zone.

 In the world, the earthquake distribution is depicted in map: 
following map:following map:

  

 

 
About 68 per cent of all earthquakes are observed in the vast 
regions of the Pacific 
linked with the region of crustal dislocations and volcanic 
phenomenon. 

Around 21 per cent of them occur in the Midworld mountain belt 
extending parallel to the equator across the Mediterranean sea 
from AlpineCaucasus range to the Caspian, Himalayan mountains 
and the adjoining lands. The region has fold mountains and large 
depressions. 

The remaining 11 per cent are recorded outside these two belts.
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The earthquakes in India are mainly confined to the Himalayan 
region and its foothills. Based on the past seismic history, country 
is divided into four seismic zones, viz. Zone-II, -III, -IV and –V. Of 
these, Zone V is the most seismically active region, while zone II 
is the least. 

Earthquakes in Peninsular India 

While the plate boundary region in and around Himalayas are 
prone to earthquakes because of energy generated due to 
collision of plates. However, even peninsular India is prone to 
some devastating earthquakes.  

The reasons include 

✔ It is possible that collision of Indian and Eurasian plate has 
generated stresses not only at boundaries but also inside plate. 
As a result zones of weakness have formed on the plate. 

✔There is possible breaking up of Indian plate, which is most 
evident along river Bhima near Latur and Osmanabad, regions 
experiencing disturbances in the past. 

✔Also, this region is home to some grand dams and reservoirs 
which have resulted in reservoir induced earthquakes (eg. Koyna 
Dam). 

Conclusion: Conclude as per the context.  

Question:4 Spatial distribution of industries in India is an outcome 
of locational factors. Examine the sentence with respect to the 



distribution of steel industries in India. Also discuss the current 
challenges faced by the steel industry.(250 words). 

भारत म उ योग  का था नक वतरण थानीय कारक  का एक प रणाम है।  
भारत म इ पात उ योग  के वतरण के संबंध म इस वा य का पर ण कर।  
साथ ह  इ पात उ योग के सामने आन ेवाल  वतमान चुनौ तय  पर चचा कर। 

Approach: 

 Introduce the locational factors which determine the spatial 

distribution of industries. 

 Justify that these locational factors are the main determining 

factors for the distribution of Steel Industries in India.  

 Throw a light on the current challenges that are being faced 

by Steel Industries. 

 Conclude appropriately. 

Hints:  

The decision regarding the location of a particular industrial 
activity is guided by many location factors which may be like 
availability of inputs like raw material, energy; availability of 
market; cost of transportation; historical factors; regulatory laws 
etc. All these determine the spatial distribution of industries. 

Distribution of Steel Industries in India and their location factors: 



• If we look at the distribution of steel industry in India it is 
found that location factors have been the main determining 
factors. 

• Because it is a weight loosing industry it is bound to favour 
raw material as compared to market. 

• Most of the plants are located in the region where raw material 
like iron ore, coal, energy, etc are available. For example: 

a) Availability of iron ore, coal, energy etc led to establishment of 
steel plants in Jamshedpur, Durgpur, Bokaro, Salem, etc. 

b) These plants use iron ore from Singhboom (Jharkhan), coal 
from Raniganjh, Jharia and power from Damodar Valley. 

c) In South India plants use iron ore from Baila Dilla mines 
(Vishveshraya Plant), Baba Budan Hills (Salem Plant) and import 
coal from Chhattisgarh or Jharkhand. 

• In recent, industries near to Mumbai has come which process 
scrap steel. There location is justified because of most of scrap 
steel is imported and Mubai port provide import facility. 

It justifies that location factors determine the distribution of 
Industries in India.  

Current challenges in steel industry: 

a) Technologically, the main hurdles before Indian steel industry 
are the availability and cost of power and non availability of 
metallurgical coke. 



b) High ash content of indigenous coking coal adversely affecting 
the productive efficiency of iron-making and is generally imported. 

c) Steel is a capital intensive industry and the high cost of 
capital makes Indian steel globally un-competitive as compared to 
Japanese and US companies which have access to low cost 
capital. 

Low local consumption, Un-remunerative Prices and economic 
slowdown  

a) Compared to the global average per capita consumption of 150 
kg, India's per capita consumption of steel is still a mere 39 kg 
per head. 

b) Stagnating demand, domestic oversupply, and globally falling 
prices in the last four years have hit Indian steel makers. 

c) Barring the sporadic rise in demand in the recent months, it 
has suffered from unremunerative prices to the extent that 
companies have been finding it difficult to maintain capital costs. 

Low Labour Productivity 

 In India, the advantages of cheap labour gets offset by low 
labour productivity; e. g, at comparable capacities labour 
productivity of SAIL and TISCO is 75 t/man year and 100 t/ man 
year, for POSCO, Korea and NIPPON, Japan the values are 1345 
t/man year and 980 t/man year. 

Opportunities available:  



a) The biggest opportunity before Indian steel sector is that there 
is enormous scope for increasing consumption of steel in almost 
all sectors in India. 

b) India has rich mineral resources. It has abundance of iron ore, 
coal and many other raw materials required for iron and steel 
making. It has the fourth largest iron ore reserves after Russia, 
Brazil, and Australia. Therefore, many raw materials are available 
at comparatively lower costs. 

c) It has the third largest pool of technical manpower, next to 
United States and the erstwhile USSR, capable of understanding 
and assimilating new technologies. 

d) Considering quality of workforce, Indian steel industry has low 
unit labour cost, commensurate with skill. This gets reflected in 
the lower production cost of steel in India compared to many 
advanced countries. 

e) Unexplored Rural Market: The Indian rural sector remains fairly 
unexposed to their multifaceted use of steel. The usage of steel 
in cost effective manner is possible in the area of housing, 
fencing, structures and other possible applications where steel 
can substitute other materials which not only could bring about 
advantages to users but is also desirable for conservation of 
forest resources. 

f) Export Market Penetration: It is estimated that world steel 
consumption will double in next 25 years. Quality improvement of 



Indian steel combined with its low cost advantages will definitely 
help in substantial gain in export market. 

g) Increasing costs of Chinese economy also gives opportunity to 
India to expand its footprint worldwide. 

Conclusion: Conclude as per the context.  

Question:5 Discuss the impact of climate change on agriculture 
and food security in India. How are these aggravated during the 
times of disasters. Enlist the steps that should be taken to 
ensure adequate and affordable food during such crises. 

 भारत म कृ ष और खा य सुर ा पर जलवाय ुप रवतन के भाव क  चचा कर।  
आपदाओ ंके समय ये कस कार और बगड़ जाता ह?  इस तरह के संकट  के 
दौरान पया त और स ता भोजन सु नि चत करने के लए उठाए जाने वाले कदम  
को सूचीब ध कर। 

Approach:  

✔In introduction briefly mention the factors of climate change.  

✔Assess the impact of climate change on agriculture and food 
security in India.   

✔ State how food security and agricultural productivity are 
impacted during disasters.  

✔  List steps that should be taken to ensure adequate and 
affordable food during such crises. 

Hints:  



Climate change - which includes discernible increase or decrease 
in temperatures, changes in precipitation level, and higher 
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations- can have a direct 
impact on agriculture and food security in India:  

 Significant increases in inter-annual and intra-seasonal 
variability of monsoon rainfall would be detrimental for 
agriculture and food security, as approximately 65 percent of 
India’s cropped area is rain-fed. 

 The impact of climate change on water availability will be 
particularly severe for India. Large parts of north-western 
India, notably the states of Punjab and Haryana, which 
account for the bulk of the country’s rice and wheat output, 
are extremely water-stressed. 

The situation could become more adverse during disasters such 
as floods, droughts, cyclones, tsunamis etc.: 

✔Floods, cyclones, tsunamis can lead to loss of farmland by 
inundation and increasing salinity of groundwater in coastal areas. 

✔ Additionally, lack of rainfall during droughts can cause entire 
crops to fail or result in less than average produce even for 
farmers who irrigate their fields. This was witnessed when 
drought recently occurred in the state of Maharashtra. 

✔ Due to lack of proper storage facility and perishability of food 
items, food security becomes a challenge during such disasters. 



This has not been adequately addressed by disaster risk 
management measures. 

✔ While India has legislation and policies on disaster risk 
reduction, very few address agriculture, food security and nutrition 
with sector-specific disaster risk reduction policies and objectives. 

Following steps can be helpful in ensuring adequate and 
affordable food supply in crisis:  

✔Disaster risk reduction planning must be included in national 
agriculture development plans to actively reduce disaster losses 
in the sector, to enable growth and protect the food security and 
nutrition of vulnerable populations like disabled people, women, 
children, elderly etc. who are worst hit by disasters. 

✔Transportation facilities should be upgraded to ensure that food 
is supplied to all regions affected.  

Remote sensing technology should be adopted in various aspects 
of agricultural crop management.  

Information attained through satellite data about cropping system 
analysis, which includes crop area, cropping pattern, crop rotation 
etc. should be disseminated to farmers so that crop production is 
increased and food grains are properly procured and hoarded by 
government agencies for times of crisis. 

✔ Further, focus should be on prediction and forecasting of 
extreme events so that there is better preparedness to deal with 



impending disasters. Indian Meteorology Department (IMD), ISRO, 
etc should continually work towards it. 

Conclusion: Conclude as per the context. 

Question:6 One of the ways to classify volcanoes is by the 
composition of lava material. Explain with examples. Also give an 
account of intrusive landform formations due to volcanic activities. 

 वालामुखी को वग कृत करने के तर क  म से एक लावा साम ी क  संरचना है।  
उदाहरण स हत प ट क िजए।  वालामुखीय ग त व धय  के कारण अंतवधी 
(इन सव) भू नमाण संरचनाओ ंका भी ववरण द। 

Approach:  

✔Give brief detail of constituents of lava material and explain how 
these constituents affect the characteristics of moving magma. 

✔Illustrate with example how these constituent determine different 
types of volcanoes.  

✔Give a detailed account of intrusive landforms formation due to 
volcanic activities. 

Hints:  

The major constituent of the ejected material from volcanism is 
molten magma. It is generally classified into two categories based 
on the compositional share of silica.  



✔ Basic magma or basaltic lava which is less in silica and in 
accordance is mobile magma type. Eruptions of basaltic lava are 
usually quiet. 

✔Acidic magma or andesitic lava with higher silica content forms 
the viscous magma developing early solidification. It is usually 
accompanied by violent eruptions. 

The gaseous constituent of ejected matters relates to the intensity 
of ejection. Since the type of volcanoes formed entirely depends 
upon the way lava gets ejected through the vent, the composition 
of lava material plays a predominant role. Structural classification 
of volcanoes is also related to magma characteristics: 

✔Shield Volcanoes- These are broad, gently sloping volcanoes 
which are mostly made up of basaltic lava. It is very fluid when 
erupted and thus makes these volcanoes less steep. E.g. 
Hawaiian volcanoes. 

✔Strato or Composite volcanoes- These are conical shaped 
volcanoes formed when the lava is more viscous, cooler and 
consisting of large quantities of pyroclastic materials and ashes. 
Because of this, it accumulates in the vicinity of the vent 
openings leading to formation of layers. 

✔Caldera- These are usually so explosive owing to trapped 
gasses that when they erupt they tend to collapse on themselves 
rather than building any tall structure. 



✔ Flood Basalt Provinces- These volcanoes outpour highly fluid 
lava that flows for long distance forming sheets of lava. Deccan 
trap is prominent example. 

Intrusive Volcanic landforms-  

The lava that cools in the crust itself is also called as plutonic 
rocks and they assume different forms. These forms are called 
intrusive forms. Some of them are:  

✔ Batholiths- These are the large domes formed by the cooling of 
a large body of magmatic material at the deeper depth of the 
crust. They cover large areas, and at times, assume depth that 
may be several kms. 

✔Lacoliths- These are large domeshaped intrusive bodies with a 
level base and connected by a pipe-like conduit from below and 
are located at deeper depth. 

✔Lapolith, Phacolith and sills- While moving upwards, a portion of 
the lava may tend to move in a horizontal direction wherever it 
finds a weak plane. In case it develops into a saucer shape, 
concave to the sky body, it is called lapolith. A wavy mass of 
intrusive form are phacoliths. The near horizontal bodies of the 
intrusive igneous rocks are called sill. 

✔ Dykes- When lava makes its way through cracks and the 
fissures developed in the land. It solidifies almost perpendicular 



to the ground. It gets cooled to develop a wall-like structure 
called dykes. 

Conclusion: Conclude as per the context.  

Question:7 Despite having large deposits of coal, we continue to 
import it for our domestic use. What are the challenges which we 
face in meeting our domestic demand? Discuss about the social 
commitments of our country and analyse them in the context of 
our INDC commitments. 

कोयले के वशाल भंडार होने के बावजूद, हम इसे अपने घरेलू उपयोग के लए 
आयात करना जार  रखत ेह।  हम घरेलू मांग को पूरा करने म कन चुनौ तय  का 
सामना करना पड़ता है?  हमारे देश क  सामािजक तब धताओ ंके बारे म चचा 
कर और हमार  INDC क  तब धताओ ंके संदभ म उनका व लेषण कर। 

Approach: 

✔In the introduction give an account of the deposits of coal in 
India, thei quantity and quality. Then, talk about the need to 
import coal for meeting our domestic demand. 

 ✔Talk in brief about the social commitments of our country and 
analyse them in the context of our INDC commitments. 

✔Conclude giving briefly a way forward.  

Hints 

India, with close to 300 billion tonnes of coal reserves, has one 
of the biggest coal reserves in the world. Despite this, imported 



around 200 million tonne (MT) of coal last financial year to top 
up domestic production of 640 MT.  

The challenges India faces in meeting the domestic demand 
includes: 

✔ There is lack of coking coal reserves in India that is used as a 
raw material in steel making and allied industries. Due to this, 
most of it is imported from Indonesia, South Africa, Russia and 
Australia. 

✔Indian coal has high ash content (20 to 35 %). Tertiary Coal, 
although low in ash, has high sulphur content (3-7%). New 
scientific techniques are required to remove these impurities and 
make these coals more useful. 

✔In India more than 90% of the coal is transported through 
railways. Lack of railway facility in different parts of the country, 
variation in gauges, non-availability of adequate number of 
wagons, slow movement of trains etc. create many problems. 

✔ The coal mining techniques in India are old and outdated 
where major part of the work is still manual. This leads to low 
per capita production and higher production costs. 

✔ Policy and other bottlenecks such as non-operationalization of⁷ 
captive mines, subsequent cancellation of coal block allocation 
and non-receipt on environmental clearances have also acted as 
roadblocks. 



All these factors have meant that there has been a steady 
increase in net imports from 2005-06 to 2020. 

Social commitments vis-à-vis INDC commitments 

The different stages of coal mining and cleaning, ranging from 
transportation to electricity generation to mine closure have 
adverse impact on the environment, directly or indirectly. This is 
particularly important because India’s INDCs include 

✔improve the emissions intensity of its GDP by 33 to 35 per cent 
by 2030 below 2005 levels.  

✔ increase the share of non-fossil fuels-based electricity to 40 per 
cent by 2030.  

✔enhance its forest cover which will absorb 2.5 to 3 billion tonnes 
of carbon dioxide (CO2) by 2030. 

 

Increased reliance on coal, therefore, puts questions on India’s 
ability to fulfill those commitments. At the same time, it must be 
realized that India’s priority also includes poverty reduction and 
economic development which are directly dependent on coal, with 
more than 80 per cent of thermal power being coal based. 
Notwithstanding its polluting nature, coal remains the cheapest 
and most abundant fuel for meeting India’s energy needs. 

Therefore, along with increased focus on alternatives such as 
nuclear and other renewable sources; there is also need to work 



towards cleaner coal based technology like Coal-to-liquid (CTL) 
technology to balance our social commitments along with INDC 
commitments. 

Question:8 Surplus human activities have severely affected the 
marine life on the Earth’s oceans. Comment. 

Approach: 

 Introduce with importance of oceans 

 List anthropogenic impact on marine life 

 Conclude appropriately 

Hints:  

Oceans provide life support only to marine life but also to 
humans as they produce more than half the world’s oxygen, 
create more than $128 billion in GDP annually. However, surplus 
human activity is spreading harmful substances such as oil, 
plastic, industrial and agricultural waste and chemical particles 
into the ocean causing marine pollution. 

"Cumulative impact of human activities has pushed the oceans' 
carrying capacity almost to its limit" - First Global Integrated 
Marine Assessment Report. 

Anthropogenic activities impacting marine life: 



 Marine Pollution: Sewage, toxic chemicals from industries, 

large scale oil spills, ocean mining, disposal of plastic are 

all destroying the marine life.  

 Climate Change: Increased sea carbon dioxide levels and 

sea temperature due to human induced climate change can 

cause, ocean acidification etc harm the habitat of marine 

life, especially corals. 

 Physical disturbance of sea-bed habitat and marine biota: 

This occurs as a result of bottom trawling, dredging for 

shipping, offshore hydrocarbon industries, deep sea mining 

and land reclamation projects. 

 Increased demand for marine space: from fisheries, 

aquaculture, shipping routes, tourism etc. 

 Underwater noise: from shipping, offshore exploration, mining 

etc. 

Impact of human activities on marine life: 
 

 Changes in seasonal life cycles of marine life due to 

climate change. Example: Species such as bluefin tuna 

have experienced decrease in productivity. 

 Phytoplankton and marine bacteria carry out most of the 

first degree production on which food webs depend. The 

increase in sea temperature is affecting their productivity, 

which in turn will have serious implications for human food 



security and nutrient cycles. 

 Rsing ocean temperatures and de-oxygenation particularly 

impact corals which are a key part of the ocean 

ecosystem. 

 Runoff of excess nutrients from agriculture and sewage 

causes algal blooms which create dead zones where the 

fish cannot survive. 
 Oil spill is extremely toxic to marine life, often suffocating 

marine animals to. 
 Bioaccumulation of hazardous substances damages 

immune and reproductive systems and also causes the 

death of marine life. 

 All coastal habitats - mangroves, seagrass beds, kelp 

forests face threats from anthropogenic pressures. 

Overexploitation has destroyed large area of mangrove 

forests. 

 

About 30-35% of critical marine habitats have been overused or 
destroyed. The Sustainable Development Goal 14 on "Life below 
water" aims to sustainably manage and protect marine and 
coastal ecosystems from pollution. Given the state of ocean 
ecosystems, it is paramount for nations to collaborate scientifically 
and create networks for conservation. 



Question:9 More than half of forests in India are vulnerable to fire 
and some regions are highly prone to it. Discuss the causes and 
account for the losses due to forest fire. 

Approach: 

 Introduce with Indian forests 

 Discuss the causes - natural and anthropogenic 

 Give an account of losses due to forest fire 

Hints:  

As per State Forest Report (SFR), forest cover of country is 
around 7,00,000 sq. km. (70 million hectares), which is about 21% 
of total geographical area. However, due to many natural and 
anthropogenic causes, more than 54% of forests are vulnerable to 
fire. Regions like western Himalayas, especially Uttarakhand, are 
highly prone to forest fires. 

Causes of forest fires: 
 
There are both Natural and  
Anthropogenic causes for forest fire:: 
 
Natural causes: 

 Lightning 
 Friction of rolling stone 
 Rubbing of dry bamboo clumps 

 



 Climate Change 
Anthropogenic causes: 

 Deliberate causes: 

 Shifting cultivation 

 To flush growth of tendu leaves 

 To clear forest for good growth of grass and fodder 

 To encroach upon the forest land 

 To conceal illicit felling 

 Accidental causes: 

 Burning of undergrowth for collection of non timber forest 

produce 

 Burning farm residue 

 Scaring away wild animals 

 Throwing burning bidi/ cigarettes, camp fire by picknickers 

 Sparks from vehicle - exhaust and transformers 

Main losses from extensive forest fires are: 

 Loss of natural vegetation and reduction of forest cover: As 

a result of fires, millions of hectares of the forest area turn 

to ash and remains of no use. 

 Loss of valuable timber resources: In Himalayas, the 

periodicity of the fire in pine forest is 2 to 5 years. 

 Degradation of water catchments areas resulting into loss of 

soil fertility: Just after fire, upper layer of soil becomes 



impervious and thus reduces water infiltration. The removal 

of litter also decreases water holding capacity of soil and 

most of the rainwater is washed away removing fertile top 

soil of the forest.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Loss of carbon sink and increase in GHGs: Forest fire 

results release of gases including carbon dioxide, carbon 

monoxide, methane etc. while also destroying an important 

sink for atmospheric carbon dioxide. 

 Adverse impact on livelihood of people: Forest fires destroy 

MFP and other products that local people depend on for 

livelihood. 

 

Loss of wildlife habitat and 
depletion of wildlife: The real 
loss of the fires will be the 
damage done to the ecology. 
It is not possible to measure 
the loss of flora and fauna, 
but some species of birds, 
insects, butterflies could be 
wiped out from the jungles 



The vulnerability of Indian forests and the immense losses 
caused by forest fires means that all measures must be taken to 
address the acute shortage of resources for forest fire prevention, 
detection, and control and also for research, training and 
equipment in our country.  


